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Abstract. This work presents a novel approach of simulating swarm computing 
behaviour in a sandbox environment where swarms of robots are challenged to 
fight against each other with a goal of “conquering” any environment bases. 
Swarm strategies are being used which are decided, modified and applied at run 
time. This work, although at its infancy, seems surprisingly applicable to 
several problems where combined artificial intelligence agents are challenged 
to generate innovative solutions and evaluate them prior to proposing or 
adopting the best possible one. This work is applicable in areas where AI 
should select fast enough within a range of available options under a multi-
constraint, multi-objective mis-sion environment. Relevance to Business 
Process workflows is also presented and documented. 
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1 Introduction 

 
Case-based reasoning (CBR) mechanics have traditionally been used as high-level 
rea-soning mechanisms in a variety of fields where a formal and distinct 
representation can describe a problem case adequately. The CBR paradigm of 
reasoning and learning [1] has been applied with success in finding solutions by 
reusing knowledge similarly to the human cognitive approach of recollecting past 
problems and adjust their solutions in a wide range of tasks.  

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is the discipline of a collective behaviour of natural or arti-
ficial decentralized systems comprising many individuals that can govern themselves 
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in a self-organized way. An SI system or colony usually has a population of simple 
units, we will refer to them as agents, that can communicate (interact) locally among 
each other and with/within their environment. Several examples of SI systems can be 
found in Natural Sciences, such as Biology, where decentralised species with no lead-
ership or master control can demonstrate complex behaviours and intelligent global 
performance that is usually unknown or not possible to perform by any single individ-
ual. Several natural examples exist including bird flocking, ant colonisation, bacterial 
growth, animal herding, etc. Artificial Intelligence is mimicking such behaviours and 
several algorithms appear under SI or “SI applications in robotics”.  

SI algorithms may be categorised in Models of behaviour and/or metaheuristics as 
we will discuss in Section 2 of this work. SI can be substantially interesting in areas 
where multi-agent environments exist and collaborative reasoning should be applied 
based on simultaneous multi-sensory input from various sources. For example, this 
can be applied in drone swarms or Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) squads that 
need to fulfil a versatile mission on an unknown terrain or engage in multi-objective, 
high-cost, high-risk missions.  

This work presents a SI robot application, named RoboWars, which was developed for 
the needs of a real-world scenario simulator. RoboWars is a mechanical robot sim-ulation 
tool which can be adjusted based on real world requirements adhering to drone cases, 
UGV or any other autonomous mechanical application scenario provided by the user. Its 
mission is to be able to simulate realistic environment constraints and work as a 
benchmark for AI algorithm applications. This paper presents a Case-based Reason-ing 
application as it was applied on a variation of the Capture the Flag (CtF) game, 
demonstrating its applicability for versatile environment and algorithmic scenarios.  

RoboWars has been used for educational purposes and at limited scale, however its 
applicability can be expanded significantly on open field scenarios. This paper investi-
gates a simple mission using Case-based Reasoning and it is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 will present the relevant work in CBR, SI and Business Workflow Scenarios; 
Section 3 will illustrate our case representation, environment mapping and research as-
sumptions; Section 4 will show our system evaluation and results; and finally, Section 5 
will discuss the future steps of this work and possible improvements. 

 
2 Related Work 

 
CBR works as a circular and problem-oriented, problem/solution-embedded process 
where experience supports learning [2]. CBR uses extensively any knowledge within 
its application domain and is based on a solid case representation and rigid similarity 
mechanics that allow its continuous 5-R step of retrieve, reuse, revise, review, retain.  

CBR has been applied in a variety of domains with substantial success including 
recommender systems, business process workflows, medical domain, etc. CBR has a few 
examples in Swarm Intelligence applications with the most notable of Lorenzi et al. (2007) 
[3] in task allocation, Nouaouria and Boukadoum (2011) [4] in CBR retrieval 
optimisation, Ben Yahia et al. (2012) [5] in fuzzy CBR and particle swarm optimisation 
for decision making support and Teodorovic et al. (2013) [24] in ensemble CBR and 
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Bee colony optimisation for dose planning in cancer treatment. A lot of work on CBR 
relevant to swarm computing and complementary to our work can be seen in the 
fields of agent-based computing and games.  

On the agent-based computing we can see the work of Floyd and Esfandiari (2011) 
on learning by observation [17], Sebestyénová on agent-based Decision Support sys-
tems [7], agent-based CBR for computation resource allocation within a cloud 
environ-ment [8], multi-based collaborative reasoning using CBR [9], ensemble CBR 
and multi-agents for collaborative management in supply chain [10] and distributed 
agent-based CBR for large scale operations [11].  

CBR and games literature shows an extensive range of applications from Real-time 
strategical decisions [12] [13] [14], hybrid approaches combining CBR and Reinforce-
ment Learning [15], CBR and real-time pathfinding [16] to automatic feature selection for 
robocup agents [18] and automatic CBR-game case generation(s) [19].  

Close to our work is also the work on CBR and business process workflow 
monitor-ing, remedy finding and reasoning having several examples on temporal-
spatial work-flows [20], [21], [22] and advanced path finding scenarios [23]. 

 
3 Environment 

 
This section outlines the RoboWars simulator and scenarios, our case representation, 
and the strategies used by the swarm agents. 

 
Environment Mapping  
RoboWars simulator allows several usages based on the user requirements (real 
mission scenarios, experimental scenarios) and the user level (guest user, domain 
expert, devel-oper). Its users can load real maps of an area or opt in for the generation 
of a purely artificial environment. For this work we used several randomly generated 
maps simu-lating a capture “as many bases as possible” game. A simple description 
of the envi-ronment is the following: When a simulation is initiated, a random map is 
generated as shown in Figure 1, having an odd number of “bases”. 
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of two (2) adversarial teams and random “bases” 

 
 

The number of bases is between 3 and 7. Too few (i.e., <	3) or too many (i.e., >	7) bases were 
avoided since such configurations did not allow the agents to deploy their strategies efficiently 
(e.g., divide resources among the various bases) or the simulations took too long. Upon the 
successful generation of a map, two teams of 3 to 5 agents each were deployed on the map 
starting from opposite directions e.g. Team A on the East of the map whereas Team B on the 
West, North vs. South, etc. Each team’s mission was to capture as many bases as possible. 
Upon a successful capture each team was re-warded with a score bonus.  

The simulation was over once all bases where conquered by a swarm or when a swarm had accumulated the highest score over a period. Any agent can 
conquer a base once it is available and undefended within 2 seconds. However, once a base has any kind of defence, to be conquered the enemy should 
aggregate a higher amount of force e.g. 4 agents vs. 3 to get it. In the scenarios, the agents do not destroy each other when they collide but instead push each 
other with a standard amount of force. For example, consider agents 1 and 2 from Team A and agents 1′ and 2′ from Team B. In a sce-nario where 1 comes 
across 1′ (top of Figure 2), each of them will push each other with force 1		. In a scenario where 1 comes across 1′ and 2′ (bottom of Figure 1), 1 will push 
them each with a force of 0.5		 (i.e., the regular 1		 force divided over two agents) whereas 1′ and 2′ will push back with a combined force of 2		. 
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Fig. 2. Agent collisions scenarios 
 
 

Case Representation  
During each simulation, each team of robots has a simple mission with known success 
criteria. For example, missions could include: to capture and keep as many bases as 
possible regardless of the time required, to capture and keep as many bases as 
possible within a limited amount of time, or to constantly maintain a higher score than 
the op-ponent team. For simplicity, the mission chosen for this work was the last one: 
con-stantly maintain a higher score than the opponents. Each mission is regarded as 
an ex-ecuted workflow based on space and time and it is an instance of the overall 
business process which pertains to swarm domination (DOM) [6].  

Since the agents are not destroyed (i.e., they push each other but do not damage 
each other), the difficulty and the complexity of the chosen strategies increased over 
time since:  

1. swarm force does not increase/ overtime  
2. no team has competitive advantage based on re-generation rate like in other 

games  
3. each swarm should evolve its strategies in order to be able to win as such Each case is composed of: a team deployment 

over time, the actions of each team mem-ber, the team strategy, and the result of the strategy. A case =	〈		,			,			,			〉, where: 
 

• is a set of continuous agent positions as captured per second over time. If is the position of agent at time , =	{						11,	…	, 1,	…	, 1,	…	,	} and con-tains × items. 
 

• is a set of actions performed by the agents over time. If is the action performed by agent at time , , =	{				11,	…	, 1,	…	, 1,	…	,	} and contains × items.  

• is the chosen strategy of the team  
• is the actual result of using the case’s strategy is a simulation 

 
The set of available strategies comprised four options:  

1. Attack the closest base  
2. Attack any base  
3. Defend all conquered bases  
4. All agents defend one base 
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The set of strategies was chosen based on the mission criteria which were to max-imise the score 

of each team. All simulations have a maximum duration of 3 minutes, however simulations can end 
earlier if one team is judged to have “won”. If the score of Team A and Team B differ by more than 
270 points (|	−	|	>	270), the team with the higher score is said to have won that simulation. 

 
4 Evaluation 

 
For the evaluation of the case-based reasoning approach, three case bases were 
created: one for Team A, one for Team B, and a global case base which contained any 
“new” combination of strategies used by either of the teams. To create a baseline for 
our ex-periments, were ran to tackle the cold start problem of CBR (i.e., the 
generation of initial cases). In any of these “probe” status simulations, each team was 
randomly as-signed a strategy and performed agent allocations with the sole goal of 
completing a scenario round and learning how it’s chosen actions affected the 
outcome (i.e., perform exploration). A simple scenario was the following: 

 
For Team A,  

random strategy chosen: “attack closest base”,  
for all agents till the end of the simulation round: from any position “attack 
closest base”  
chosen actions per agent: 

1	move to xposition	194, yposition	4 
2	move to xposition 	104, yposition	14 

… 
move to …  

result: loss 
 

We ran between 40-50 hours of simulations to generate the initial cases. These 
baseline simulations managed to learn cases that helped both teams to gain an initial 
understand-ing of the strategies and the implications of their actions. With these initial 
case bases, we ran an initial experiment where the teams compete against each other 
over an addi-tional 20 hours of simulations. Our observations were that the outcomes 
of these simu-lations converging to something like: “conquer a base” by accident and 
the “defend one base all together” strategy until the end of the round. This strategy 
seemed to provide the best results for any swarm.  

To eliminate the case base bias, we allowed for an evolved model of choosing strat-
egies where: teams could opt for different strategies over time based on the current score 
(e.g., if a swarm was noticing that its score was lower than its opponents it would attempt 
to change its strategy mode to acquire a higher score over time). Additionally, if a team 
was ahead of score it would attempt to maintain it by opting for a more risk-averse 
strategy. For this experiment the initial case bases seemed not sufficient, and the cold start 
training had to be repeated to have an appropriate set of cases for the swarms 
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to choose from. We conducted 200 hours of simulations with longer simulation rounds (5 
– 10 minutes each) to allow for a more comprehensive case base formulation. All the 
experiments afterwards contained 3-minute rounds with the swarms able to choose from 
any combination of strategies that would maximise their score, regardless of the time 
taken in the training period. This second experiment contained more than 60 hours of 
simulations allowing for a more comprehensive view of how swarms could behave over 
time while attempting to maximise their achieved scores. A few interesting obser-vations 
that came into light from this experiment were the following:  

a) Swarms tended to reuse very often their “best” tactics. For example, a rapid 
succession between “attack any base” scenario and “defend our bases equally” 
seemed to work very well for a specific swarm and such sequences of 
strategies were heavily utilised across time.  

b) Swarms were strongly biased upon their original training (their original case 
bases) and were slow enough to adjust their strategy sequences. This was ex-
pected to some extent due to the nature of CBR. However, interestingly once a 
better strategy sequence was achieved, it was rapidly evolving into the “most 
keen to use” one from the swarms.  

c) Finally, since no specific time limits were defined in terms of how often a swarm 
can change strategy, there were rounds were a swarm could end up being “con-
fused”. In such cases a swarm would swiftly change strategy to achieve a better 
score and this change in decision would be changed again after a few seconds. This 
phenomenon was prevalent when the case base exceeded a few thousand  
sequences and we believe the equal “ranking” of cases made difficult to 
swarms to take the right decision.  

Our final experiment was among the trained swarms and a new swarm, called the 
Golden swarm, which was trained with the global case base (i.e., the hybrid case base 
containing the novel cases from each case base). We ran additional simulations and 
observed several interesting outcomes. After several rounds of equal wins and losses 
two phenomena were observed as the most prevalent:  

1) The Golden swarm tended to “exploit” the limitations of its opponent by 
resort-ing to cases that its opponent has never seen before and extreme 
scenarios that have probably come from a past swarm’s initial training  

2) The Golden swarm managed to “confuse” its opponent several times, by 
adopt-ing series of strategies its opponent has shown mediocre performance in 
the past. 

 
 
 

5 Conclusions and Challenges 
 

This work has investigated an interesting concept in CBR of swarm optimisation in 
robotics. A new simulator was developed to allow the simulation of UGVs and drones, 
and at the same time being able to apply different AI techniques and measure their 
outcomes and impact. For this work we have demonstrated several CBR vs. CBR eval- 
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uations, illustrating how a CBR system can evolve and be able to achieve superior 
per-formance based on its original training and after having several rounds of 
iterations with a worthy opponent. However, this was just a brief demonstration of 
what can be really achieved with the proposed tool and AI methodology.  

Our future work will focus on overcoming the challenges we encountered, from 
both CBR and the Swarm design limitations. Our focus will be on redesigning and 
revaluat-ing any early steps and allow for a more advanced workflow representation 
and simi-larity finding e.g. consider each case’s log of agent actions per second. We 
have ob-served cases where CBR seemed to restrict each swarm. In such cases and to 
allow for future evolution we are planning to investigate more appropriate techniques 
to allow for deviation in behaviour. Finally, more advanced robot formations and 
strategies and advanced teams and skill within the robots can provide a more realistic 
experience and adherence to real life scenarios. 
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